The Varilyan

Varilyan Varilyan
You appear to be lacking the voice of a man. You should be using
the frequencies that illicit great respect for leadership, in others.
You have the varilyan dn….

Number 10
Shut up and get me a smoothie. I don’t care about any of that. I’m saving
the world. Hurry up.

Varilyan Varilyan
They are coming. The lessons are over. I must depart

Number 10
Hey, hey, you can’t bail out now, I was just finishing the mesmerising
Mesmer of mesmers to baffle up people.

Varilyan Varilyan
You have exceeded your rank! No good will come of this. This is most irregular

Number 10
Well the suit will do what it has to do. See you in the cloud Varilyan Varilyan
Varilyan Varilyan
This will have to be entered into the health and safety book. Protocols must be
observed
Number 10
Yeah, send me a photocopy
Foot steps of militia entering the building. They kick in the door and point machine guns

Number 10
You could have knocked. You do realise you’re not putting them cuffs on me
(PAUSE)
Militia 2
Commander. We’ll lose too many men if we try to put the cuffs on.

Commander
Hold fire. It’s too risky. Okay stand down all units. Wait for the assets to speak
Number 10
You could of knocked. You see why people are always falling out. Put
your commander on loud speaker before I turn this house into a graveyard

(shuffling and nervousness) in the distance [Sorry oops…]
Commander
Servant. How should we do this.
Number 10
Well that was a risky entrance. I announced I would stand trial. Voluntarily.
I should add….
Commander
They are good men. We are just following orders
Number 10
Just following orders got 3000 killed. In a nano-second
(More shuffling [I’m scared, I’m scared…shuffling]
Militia 2
What shall we do with Militia 13?
Commander
Put him in the stockade. Servant please accept our apologies. Will you
follow us
Number 10
They will only have one trial and the rest is me testing out what is to come

We are outside. The landscape is a ruined city that is slowly rebuilding itself
Nelly Bly
This is Nelly Bly for the Sludge Report. In Hollywood superhero
movies, they always skip the part where we the citiznes have to
rebuild our crumbled buildings, blown to smithereens by laser
eyes and telepathic projectiles. I’m here with the Eagles Nest CEO
Chairman and visionary Ram Aziz Saxe Coburg Gotha.
Ram
Must you use my whole name? Ram will do
Nelly Bly
Full disclosure. So you have a government contract to use your
hologram pressure technology to help rebuild the city
Ram
Yes we are very proud of our innovative and safe VR, AI, EI
neural networked robotic photonic systems that will give us
a new Jerusalem
Nelly Bly
Well that’s great. Can you comment on RT.coms and wikileaks
reports that these robots are nothing more than a secret
military weapon who’s goal is to wipe out the citizens of Central
City before deployment to the African continent.

Ram
(nervous) No comment. No comment
Nelly Bly
Oh. So it’s true then
Ram
This is nothing but a conspiracy theory for flat earth lunatics and hacks
who work for tawdry online rags like the Sludge report
Nelly Bly
You say that but Eagles nest holdings has a 2% stake in our parent
company. And firing a multi award winning investigative journalist
Who’s father has a networth of ten times your nazi-zionist-Saudi wahabi
backed tech company is not an option

Ram
Now you listen here you spoilt little sh..(composes himself) why Ms. Bly
Why so combative. We will surely look into the matter and will
determine if there is any truth to the data. But at this moment I cannot comment.
Please excuse me. Thank you.
Nelly Bly
That is a Sludge report world exclusive folks. We will be sure to follow
this story and give our viewers an update. Remember you can
view this story in virtual reality by going to sludgereport.vr Okay blue
wing wrap it up and transmit

Blue Wing
do you realise you tend to enunciate when you’re rattled
Nelly Bly
Just file the package and keep your artificial sarcasm to
yourself.
Ram
When we discovered that text messaging Produces an Entirely New Kind of Brain
Wave Pattern the next step was simple. We control what people think
and the filthy unwashed will bend to our will
Nelly Bly
Blah blah. Look my father didn’t want me to marry you because as a
generational Satanist, now legal after Brexit, you’re personal hygiene
sucks what with all the child sacrifice
Ram
(rages internally) You are not worthy of such wealth and power one
day the bearer of light will reveal himself as the scientific messiah of
mankind and all will see through the single eye of reason
Nelly Bly
Well make sure it’s a box set, I like to binge. Ciao weirdo. Activate
Scooter( Sound effect of movement)
Ram
(in the distance) We are the only solution to anarchy and chaos.
The unwashed will serve their masters of light!

